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PIZZA
**********
THE BROTHERS' PIZZA

THE FINEST TASTE IN

* Italian Dinners
* Delicious Luncheons
Eat in ,Carry out, or Delivery service
452-7864 or 452-9980
151 E. 3rd ST. At the Bus De of
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Action
By Dave [Tanker] Galchutt

Downtown Area
Part of City
Redevelopment
Project

council. Funding of the project runs out before the end of the
year. The city must tear down the areas slated for demolition
The Latsch Building, the Morgan block which has already by January 1, 1976, or else face a "$4000-$5000 monthly
been leveled, and the block from Second to Third Street on interest charge," said the city manager.
Main — including The Levee and Charlie's will be torn down,
sometime in the future, according to David R. Sollenberger,
The Levee and Charlie's, along with the Steak Shop and the
City Manager of Winona. Planned to replace the empty Riverbend Cafe, haven't been torn down yet because the
Morgan block and the Latsch Building, is a 700 car capacity developer hasn't come through yet. "Often with this sort of a
parking ramp and a shopping mall on top of the duel parking project," Mr. Sollenberger said, "is that commitments fall
ramp with downtown shops.
through, and the land stays undeveloped. There are also hard
economic times for development."
Mr. Sollenberger had this to say about the plan: "I like the
plan itself, the actual landuse. It's a nifty idea, but there is a
The project itself sounds very complicated, as well as the
question of whether there is enough land to attract major financing of such a major project. There is also now a
businesses. The areas I am concerned about is whether the statutory provision of the state law which the city must deal
project is financially feasible. There is also a question of with. The city recently visited Washington, D.C. to meet with
ownership — will the city own the parking ramp or lease it — Minnesota's U.S. Senators and Representatives for an
that's very unclear."
intrepretation of the law.
Presently, there is a lot of work left to do on the project.
The biggest concern to the city is whether or not the project
The developers haven't come up with a finalized cost of the would go over financially. "I don't want to see it go under and
proposal, financing is unclear, and the plan must also be the city getting zapped with the money," said Mr.
reviewed by consultants, and then approved by the city Sollenberger.

Temporary Liquor
Licenses may be
granted by the city

Discussion Group on
Alcoholism Held

The City Council has approved an ordinance, pending
language changes, to allow 3.2 liquor licenses to be granted by
the city, according to City Manager David R. Sollenberger. A
second reading of the ordinance will be held at the City
Council meeting on April 7. It is hoped that after language
changes are made, final passage of the ordinance will be
approved.

o.k. such an event before it is held," according to the City
Manager.

The ordinance will provide that temporarily 3.2 liquor
licenses, lasting from one day to a week, will be granted by
the city to "charitable organizations and groups that meet the
state's definition," according to Mr. Sollenberger. A filing fee
of $25 and $10 for the temporary license must be paid to the
city. In addition, liability insurance up to $300,000 must be
provided by the sponsoring group in case of a lawsuit or
property damage. The license application "would be routed
through the police department, plus if such an event is held at
a college campus, a representative of the administration must

Passage of the ordinance is the first step in legalizing
"keggers." A state law passed last year allow cities or
counties to issue temporary on sale 3.2 beer licenses.

RUMMAGE SALE!

Our clothing department has values
to $7.95 NOW $ 5.00
Includes football jersey, dress
sweaters, and T-shirts.
values to $3.95 NOW $2.00

****** ********************
PRICE REBELLION BOOK DISPLAY
has many good reference books
at low-low prices

*************************
Our card department has a
fine selection of Easter cards
and Greeting cards for all
occasions
=OM

M ••
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AT THE BOOKSTORE

Adequate sanitary facilities and cleanup of the site must be
provided by the sponsoring party. When keggers were held
illegally in previous years, there was no concern over these
areas, and it is likely that the city in the new ordinance will
try to avoid these problems from recurring again. Next week:
Last in a series about other city projects and problems.

The variables used were the size and weight of the person,
Elaine Walske
how much food was in his stomach at the time the alcohol was
An informal discussion group, held last evening in the west
consumed, and the amount of alcohol.
lobby of the Union, shed some light on the subject of drinking.
The program was organized by Dr. Richard Behnke of the
Effects of the alcohol were tested by means of the
HPER department ,of W.S.C. Along with Dr. Behnke, "breathalyzer", a machine which provides an immediate
representatives of various other disciplines were present. readout. Deputy Sheriff Vern Spitzer indicated that the
These included Deputy Sheriff Vern Spitzer, Sargeant Dale machine is useful not only to detect the state of intoxication in
Schafer of the police department and Joe Gerlach who is the a person, but to identify medical emergency cases such as
Chemical Dependency Counselor at Winona's Mental Health might be found with diabetics. In diabetic coma, for example,
the person is actually in a state of medical emergency,
Center.
although outwardly he may appear intoxicated.
The purpose of the program was to help students
In the past, Dr. Behnke and Deputy Sheriff Spitzer have
understand the effects of alcohol in the blood. In order to best worked together on programs such as this. Their future hopes
demonstrate this, several students were chosen in advance to are that similar group programs may be organized on subjects
drink various amounts of alcohol under varying conditions. such as V.D. and smoking.
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AT THE
BOOKSTORE

The City Manager indicated that the city was concerned
about having such events at "Lake Lodge or Holzinger
Lodge." If such an event was held on city property, an
appropriate place must be found.
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All your
textbooks were
paperbacks
this quarter.

HELP WANTED
EARN UP TO $1200 a school year hanging posters on
campus in spare time. Send name, address, phone
and school to: Coordinator of Campus Representatives, P.O. Box 1384, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 48106.
WANTED — Someone to help High School student
with Geometry. Call 452-6411 after 5 p.m.
WANTED — Someone with business major, who is
interested in advertising or sales. As advertising
manager for Winonan, you can earn salary and gain
experience. Call 457-2158 or 452-7571 for details.

VANGUARD

Informal Bible Study:
Romans
MEETING WEEKLY

Tuesday, 7:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
Conference Rooms 1 & 2
KRYSKO COMMONS
All Are- Welcome

77 WEST 3rd ST.
(Next to
Fanny Farmer)

You owe yourself an Oly.
Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington • OLY• hi
All Olympia empties are recyclable

/NW

liarbers

a

Call Today
454-4900
HAIRSTYLING FOR MEN AND WOMEN

and Report

'LeavinI on a Jet Plane'
Ron Pollworth
"Up, up, and away." This
could very well be in the
minds of those WSC students
enrolled in Physics 200, Fundamentals of Aviation.

This unusual program
teaches the fundamentals of
flying through classroom instruction. It also prepares the
students for the Federal
Aviation Administration's
written examinations for private, instrument and commercial pilot certificates. One
unique factor of this program
is that it is believed to be the
only one of its kind in the
upper Midwest. It is known
too, that no other Minnesota
college or university has such
a program. Winona State
College is only one of three or
four-year institutions in the
state certified as an FAA
approved pilot school.

training during the 1973-74
academic year and this fall
enrollment was double that of
fall 1973. Although, about half of
those enrolled are full-time
WSC students, others attend.
from St. Mary's College and
the Winona Area VocationalTechnical Institute. Still others include Winona and Rochester area residents who are
interested in flying. High
school seniors are also eligible
and have taken the courses
for college credit.
A strong founder-advocator

of the program, and who
presently is the chief instructor of the flight training
course is Assistant Professor
George Bolon. Mr. Bolon is
indeed well qualified to pilot
the program. A former corporate co-pilot, he has logged
over 2,000 hours of flight
time. Along with single-andmulti-engine land flight, and
commercial instrument certificates, he holds an Airline
Transport Pilot's rating, the
highest international pilot
certificate issued.

gram students may go on to
get in-flight training from
private air services. Thus, the
college and private enterprises co-operate to offer a
complete pilot training service to the public. As Mr.
Bolon points out, "And it does
this without spending the
taxpayers' money to buy or
lease aircraft." The academic
training received from WSC
prepared students for the
FAA written examination
while the in-flight training
gives the students the necessary skills to pass the
After completing the pro- proficiency test.

The Atwood Board of Governors' Journeymen at St. Cloud State College will sponsor a
three-day OUTDOOR RECREATION SEMINAR APRIL 4-6, in Atwood Center on campus.
Registration for the seminar, titled "Journey To The Wilderness", will begin at 3 p.m.
Friday, April 4, in the main lounge at Atwood Center.
Colleges and universities throughout the country are being invited to participate in the
SECOND ANNUAL NATIONAL COLLEGE PITCH IN, during the week of APRIL 7-11.
Instituted last year, the event will again be co-sponsored by Budweiser Beer and the ABC
Contemporary Radio Network. The college students interested in ridding their campus
and community of a litter problem are encouraged to consider projects such as
tree-planting and park beautification. Grand prizes consisting of $1000 educational
scholarships will be awarded to students with the most creative and effective PITCH IN
efforts. To enter this year's competition, colleges and organizations should send a letter
indicating their desire to participate to: 1975 College PITCH IN WEEK, ABC Contemporary
Radio Network, 1330 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York, 10019.
The MINNESOTA COLLEGE REPUBLICANS will sponsor a youth conference APRIL 12 &
13 at the Ramada Inn in Bloomington. Participation in the conference is open to all
young people, including high school and college students, who are interested in
expanding their knowledge of Minnesota's political system. Reservations for this event
can be obtained by contacting Rick Evans, 321 AE Baily Hall, University of Minnesota, St.
Paul, Minnesota, 55101.

...from the wire...
The winner of this year's WALL STREET JOURNAL STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT AWARD at
Winona State College is MR. ROBERT HATTON. Selected by vote of the college's Dept. of
Business Administration and Economics faculty, Mr. Hatton is an accounting and
business administration major.
LUCAS-PRENTISS dorm will be sponsoring a GUINESS BOOK OF RECORDS. Ideas are
needed to help get the project underway. Suggestions can be submitted to the
Prentiss-Lucas office or to the floor representatives.
Applications for next year's ORIENTATION TEAM LEADERS are available in the SACC
office (in the Union). The deadline for application is April 4th.

To promote the Fundamentals of Aviation
course at WSC, a single-engine aircraft was

landed outside the student union for one day
last fall quarter.

anent at WSC this year is the
largest ever, with approximately 95 members, representing 24 countries. Mrs.
Terry Markos, International
Student Advisor states,
"there are 15 new international students who enrolled at
WSC this quarter and this
early exposure to their American community is very imRon Pollworth portant in establishing good
relationships among everyLorri Hurst
Preparation for the Winona one."
State College's International
The menu for this exotic
Beginning April 12, the 14
Student Dinner is now in dinner is varied and well
staff
members of the Satori
progress.
represents the countries will be judging the creative
whose students attend WSC.
This years gala event will For appetizers there are talents of over 40 students,
be held April 5th, at 6:30 p.m. Chinese Egg Rolls, Do-Do faculty, and alumni, in order
in the East Cafeteria. The from Nigeria, and Grovbrod to determine the composition
head chairman for the pro- from Norway. The main of this year's literary magagram is Eduardo Yi of Peru. It dishes include: Tempura from zine, which will be distributed
is a demanding position and Japan, Thailand's Sweet 'N during the first week of May.
he has designated ten other Sour Beef, Maldhoom from The deadline for submitting
foreign students to head Lebanon and Syria, plus Doro items to the magazine has
various committees. These Watt from Ethiopia. The been extended due to the lack
include: Pam Boyd, Prapas dessert is Norwegian Blot- of art work contributed.
Janejaroentham, Jimmy kake.
The Satori is composed of
Cheng, Joh Wollo, Morio Following the dinner, a
poems,
short stories, photoKubota, Luis Javier Wong, program consisting of native
Bruno Secchi, Nathaniel songs and dances will be graphs, and various art forms.
G6orge, Delfin Domian, and presented. Some of the coun- This year's publication is in
need of artists who would like
Shehryor Jodun.
tries represented in this will their work published, espeThe purpose for the Inter- be; Peru, Liberia, Ethiopia, cially those interested in
national Dinner is varied. and Iran.
hand-lettering some of the
First, it helps make money for
poems.
Anyone wishing to attend
the International Emergency
Scholarship Fund. Secondly, this cultural dinner is encourBonnie Sonnek, editor and
it offers an ideal opportunity aged to obtain tickets from chairperson of the publication
to expose the Winona Com- any foreign student, or they committee, is optimistic about
munity to foreign foods and can be purchased in the the magazine quality. Howcultures. Also, it enables the International Student Office ever, she is concerned that
foreign students to meet and — 106 Somsen. Prices for the more interest has not been
learn about the people of their dinner are $3.75 for students taken by the art students in
and adults, and $2.00 for publishing their work. She
host country.
children under eight years of considers the literary magaThe foreign student enroll- age.
zine a "great opportunity to

Planned

The HOUSING COMMITTEE will hold their next meeting on APRIL 1st at 8:00 a.m., in
conference rooms 1 & 2 of the student union. Complaints about housing should be
brought to the meeting or contact Cheryl Long, Lucas 218.

On Campus...

Fundamentals of Aviation
began in the fall of 1972 when
it was launched as an experimental course. Since that
time, the program has enjoyed tremendous success in
both Winona and Rochester.
Over 100 persons received

Exotic
Dinner

A LENTEN SERVICE will be offered on MARCH 26 at 8:00, by the United Campus
Ministry. Contemporary music will be led by Koinonia.

Satori
Deadline

Extended

get something published
which offers tremendous satisfaction."
The purpose of the magazine, as Bonnie views it, is to
"bring about enthusiasm and
interest in the literary aspects
of the individual", but it is not
limited to literary works.
Interested artists can have
their work photographed by
one of the two staff photographers or can submit the
work itself.

THE TABLE is being sponsored by the UNITED CAMPUS MINISTRY, which offers a
lunchtime discussion group with local clergy, community members, and students. THE
TABLE will take place in the cafeteria on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, between
11:00 and 1:00.
UP & CO is looking for interested students to hold the offices of vice president,
secretary, and chairpersons of various club committees. Anyone who is interested in
applying should contact Mary Di Marco at 457-2183.
Around the State...
Gov. Wendell R. Anderson has proclaimed April as TEACHING CAREER MONTH IN
MINNESOTA, in order to "recognize publicly, the importance of teachers and their
significance to society." Sponsored by the Minnesota Education Association (MEA), it
focuses public attention of the function and importance of the teaching profession.
President Gerald R. Ford has named a suburban St. Paul junior high science teacher,
Robert G. Heyer, as the 1975 NATIONAL TEACHER OF THE YEAR. Mr. Heyer is the second
Minnesotan to be honored in eight years.
Information regarding FEDERAL JOB PROSPECTS is available to all Minnesota citizens
by toll-free WATS telephone directly to the Federal Job Information Center at Fort
Snelling. The number is 1-800-552-1244.

Dissent
The judges consider the
quality of the item and grade
it on a scale of 1-5. After
grading has taken place, they
are sorted and chosen according to the points earned. Any
decision is able to be debated
by other judges on the staff,
however, their decisions are
final once made.

This year, the Syliva S.
Bremer award will be presented to the person demonstrating the highest ability in
creative writing, according to
the judges. The award of $50
passes between the Communication and Theatre Arts, and
English departments on alternate years.
The magazine, which is free
to students, will be limited in
the number printed, due to
the lack of funding. Items can
be submitted to Mr. Lund,
Minne 310, no later than April
12.

from page nine
which we possess, perhaps
solely by reason of age, we
must not reject those among
you who dissent. In youth's
rebellion against any unsatisfactory status quo, we must
assist — not resist. This does
not mean either for youth or
for us groveling to coercion,
yielding to blackmail, or
forgiving violence. It does not
mean we can tolerate lawlessness, for the law is the
foundation of our freedom.

truth or falsehood, generosity
or selfishness, dedication or
cynicism, self-discipline or
license.

This country has not lost its
ability to respond to challenge. Though all the challenges of today seem frightening in their complexity, there
should be no reason for
despair. I do not despair that
young people are taking a
more concerned interest in
our
affairs than ever before in
It does mean that we must
not let our revulsion to the our history. God bless you all
transgressions of the mili- for that.
tants blind us to the future.
The more and the greater
Society is going to change. the challenge, the greater the
The only question is whether heroism of thought and of
youth is going to help and, deed and of the courage to
indeed, we need to communi- surmount them. Just rememcate by word and deed to ber this. The more exciting,
those coming behind us, the then, the prospects of the
values that we know are combat; oh, how much sweetconstants — right or wrong, er, then, the taste of victory.
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1/2 PRICE BLUE JEAN SALE
300 pairs

300 pairs

The most complete

•14oz. Western Cut "Dickie Brand" Blue Jean
Reg. $11.50 Now

•100z.

$5.75

men's styling center

Patch Pocket Blue Jeans

in the upper midwest.

Reg. $14.00 Now $ 7.00

1/2 Price Colored&Dress Jean Sale
600 pairs

600 pairs

•50% Off large group of Dress
and Colored Jean Styles
•Select from such famous Name Brands as
Levi Farah The Guys Big Smith Dickie
Haggar Wright and Line In's

GENTLEMEN'S
QUARTERS

•Size 27 to 44

offering

Regular $10.00 to $15.00 Values
Now only $ 5.00

* Complete Hair Styling

to $7.50 -

* Body Waves & Conditioning

TOP&BOTTOM SHOP

RK, Organic Grooming Aids

103 W. 3rd St.—Downtown Winona—Ph.-454-2682

Walk in or call for appointment
• 454-1580 •

PERSONALS
ALICE — My eyes adored you, but I never laid a hand
on you. JOHNNY.
DIANE — You are hereby banned from the
International House of Pancakes. THE MANAGE $
MENT.

FOR SALE

Westgate Shopping Center

FOR SALE: Panasonic cassette tape recorder —
Excellent condition. Call 457-2002 or 452-7026. Ask
for Larry.

( Next to Radio Shack )

- THERESE — You and I travel to the beat of a
different drum. ISABELLE

JCPenney
A Good Time.
At
A
Good
Price.
Music Still Makes Everyone Happy,
( Big Star Specials
5
4 6; 9
"

a"

cn

BOB
DYLAN
BLOOD ON
THE TRACKS

PROMISED LAND
GORDON IJGHTFOOT
COLD ON THE SHOULDER

---1

ON MCA STEREO ALBUMS & TAPES
OLIVIA NEWTON JOHN
Have You Never Been Mellow
If You Love Me Let Me Know
Olivia

ill.

BETCHA BY .1.11. WO. BREAK UP TO MAKE UP
YOU MAKE ME FELL BRAND NEN
I'M STONE IN LOVE WITH NIDU
YOU ARE EVERYTHING/ ROCKIN' ROLL BABY
LETS PUT IT ALL TOGETHER
PEOPLE MAKE THE WORLD GO ROUND
YOU'RE A BIG GIRL NOW
HEAVY FALL It, OUT

ON RCA STEREO RECORDS &
TAPES-Elvis Presley-Promised Land
ON AR ISTA STEREO RECORDS &
TAPES-Melissa Manchester-Melissa

ON AVCO STEREO RECORDS &
TAPES-The Best Of The Stylistics
ON VERTIGO STEREO RECORDS
& TAPES- Kraf twerk-Autobahn

Barry White Special!

A69 c99

‘10 8-Track
Tapes

Stereo
LP's

Mac
Davis

Back Home Again
Greatest Hits

Tan.
In 81
Of F
Shel
The

.i AO

RECORDS

John Denver

The.taib
Bestsif

The Stylistics

Includes: Fine as Fine Can Be
Rainy Day Pouf* Bend in the Water

[NEP

ON RCA STEREO ALBUMS & TAPES
JOHN DENVER

8-Track
Tapes

Ps

OTH

Olivia
Newton
John

599

The Best Sellers Mer9

ON COLUMBIA STEREO RECORDS
& TAPES-Bob Dylan-Blood On The
Tracks
ON REPRISE STEREO RECORDS
& TAPES-Gordon Lightfoot-Cold
On The Shoulder

WHITE
SALE!

Also on Sale; Love Unlimited OrchestraWhite Gold and Rhapsody in White.
Love Unlimited - In Heat

I've Got So Much To Give, Just Another Way To
Say I Love You, Stone Gone, Can't Get Enough.

An Evening With John Denver ON COLUMBIA STEREO ALBUMS& TAPES
MAC DAVIS
(2 record set) now available
at this special sale price!

99
tirr

99

8-Track
Typos

All The Love In The World
Stop & Smell The Roses
Baby Don't Get Hooked On Me

Open Sundays 12-6 p.m., Mon.thruSat.9

Charge it at JC Penney.

Memorex
Blank
Tape
449

Prices Effective thru Feb. 16th.

S cotch
Blank
Tape

49

<

Dynasound Cassette Carousel
• Moth is , durable Wort.<
with sornolsted wood
panels
• Holds 32 castrttn
• Rotary last' won bows

5

69
Reg . 8.95

8-Track Tape Carousel

12

95
Rp
14.95

T.V.:,7,1, =tut—, P+ Mt

•

Holds 2A cairtskleas
• Rotary hay sown bassi

message
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MPIRG

SENATE
WSC closer to 'U' status

MPIRG fees for another year
'U' to continue collecting
The University of Minnesota will continue its method
of collecting a $1 per student
per quarter fee for the
Minnesota Public Interest
Research Group (MPIRG)
while the administration conducts a survey of student
opinion of the MPIRG fee.
Following an unusual amount of political maneuvering and debate, the Regents
voted 7-3, Friday (March 14)
for a "one-year probationary
contract renewal" beyond the
June 30 MPIRG contract
expiration date."
University President C.
Peter Magrath and Frank
Wilderson, vice president for
student affairs, proposed the
temporary renewal of
MPIRG's two-year contract
after the Regents heard two
days of testimony from
groups opposed to MPIRG's
activities.
Wilderson said changing the
fee-collection system would
represent a "fundamental
change" in MPIRG. "If we are
going to make such a change,
I'd like to be in a posiiton to

discuss the impact of the About 75 per cent of the
change, and we are not able to students pay the optional feel.
do that on this short notice,"
The plan approved by the
Wilderson said.
Regents will change the
The administration propos- wording of the student fee
al includes a one-year contin- statement to make the
uation, a survey of student MPIRG fee more clearly
opinion and agreement that optional and to allow students
Wilderson will try to improve to check a box if they wish to
communication between refuse payment.
MPIRG and the student
In a day and a half of
government.
meetings, the Regents heard
Scott Nessa, MPIRG chair- a range of views on MPIRG,
person, said he was satisfied which has worked against
that the Regents' decision was timber-cutting in the Boundthe best he could expect ary Waters Canoe Area and is
proposing that the Minnesota
under the circumstances.
Pollution Control Agency
"It's clear that the vested monitor the use of agriculturinterests did not prevail, but al chemicals.
to a certain extent a compromise was reached," Nessa _ "Those most critical of
said. "We didn't get as much MPIRG funding are those
as we asked but we got what outside the University who
we need to retain the charac- would just as soon see MPIRG
a thing of the past," David
ter of the organization."
Clark, former MPIRG state
MPIRG currently collects chairman, said. "I think stuabout $100,000 of its $186,000 dents are generally satisfied,"
annual budget from Univer- he said. "Those that aren't
sity campuses in the Twin have an obvious recourse:
Cities, Morris and Duluth. Don't pay."

Is MPIRG a Student Group?
Student participation in
the Minnesota Public Interest
Research Group (MPIRG) will
be studied by University of
Minnesota officials as a result
of issues which surfaced
during two days of hearings
on MPIRG by the Board of
Regents.

The bill is sponsored by
Representative James Pehler
(DFL-St. Cloud) but has-been
amended to include the provisions of Representative
M.J. McCauley's (R-Winona)
bill concerning university
status.

allow the SCB to rename all
state colleges in the system to
state- universities, providing
at least one of the colleges has
a graduate program. This
provision will not prohibit
Southwest Minnesota State
College and Metropolitan
State College, which do not
have graduate programs,
from being renamed. The bill
also states that the new name
shall be developed by the SCB
in cooperation with the college involved.

preference for the name
"Winona State University,"
rather than the "University of
Minnesota — Winona," should
the name be changed.
Funds are not provided for
the name change in the bill.
Thus, a complete changeover
will take time.
To become effective, the bill
must go before the full House
soon and must also pass the
Senate and be signed by the
Governor.

The WSC Student Senate
The amended bill would voted last week to express a

Bill Marx

Liquor bill passes first hurdle
A bill allowing consump- consideration. If passed, the
tion of alcoholic beverages in bill will amend the "schooldormitories and some other house law" to exclude institubuildings on college campuses tions of higher learning from
was approved by a Minnesota the restrictions regarding
Senate sub-committee last alcohol in schoolhouses.
week.
The bill, sponsored by Minnesota State College
Senator Jack Kleinbaum Student Association (MSCSA)
(DFL-St. Cloud), was ap- representatives testified that
proved in a Labor and since the present restrictions
Commerce subcommittee by a are not enforced, students
four to one vote. It now goes may just as well be able to
to the full committee for legally consume alcohol. If

college officials could recognize that alcohol was present,
then they could do something
to regulate it.
The MSCSA also claimed
that state college students are
discriminated against because
five Minnesota private schools
and the University of Minnesota allow alcohol consumption in campus dormitories.
Bill Marx

Student Grievance Committee
holds elections
Students and faculty
have been working together
to establish a student grievance committee. Any student
or student group alleging that
the college authorities, and
individual administrator or
faculty member, or any organized group recognized by the
college has violated the students right (as defined by
SCB regulaltions and U.S.
andW.S.C. constitutions) shall
have the right of appeal. The
student may request a hearing before the Student Grievance Committee which shall
informally discuss the dispute

MPIRG fees should come
under the control of the
student government and Univerisity administration in the
way that other fees do. TCSA
apparently wants that authority while MPIRG argues that
its fee is the most visible and
optional that students pay.

26,000 students who signed
the petition instituting the
MPIRG collection have left
the University while MPIRG
supporters said many institutions are created, such as
governmental constitutions
which remain long after the
founders are gone.

Gary Carlson, a student on
the fees committees, said no
other fee attracts the interest
of those who think MPIRG's
collection is unfair. Carlson
said the University collects
$49 in quarterly fees that are
not visible and not voluntary.

A day at the Minnesota
University President C.
Peter Magrath said MPIRG Legislature for State College
has given students a peaceful students has been set for
means of working in the Thursday, April 3.
The event, sponsored by
political process.
the Minnesota State College
"We say that rather easily Student Association (MSCSA)
now, but there were times in will include meetings with
the late sixties when univer- Governor Anderson, majority
sity administrators and re- and minority leaders of the
gents and trustees fought Senate and House and heads
awfully hard to get students of the Education Committees.
back into the legal political Both the Senate and House
channels of the United
States," Magrath said.

The temporary renewal of
the University's contract to
collect MPIRG fees will allow
University administrators to
poll student opinion on
MPIRG and to work to
improve the relationship between MPIRG and the estabWard Hauenstein, chairlished student governments. person of the Twin Cities
campus MPIRG board, said
his group provides the grassMPIRG critics charged that roots support for MPIRG. "At
students were unaware of the the local level, MPIRG both
MPIRG fee, despite the fact supplies educational opporthat the student fee state- tunities and provides services
ment says the fee is optional to students," Hauenstein said.
and the availability of refunds "One hundred seventy Uniis widely posted on the versity students have been
campuses and advertised in involved in projects this
year."
student newspapers.
One issue is whether the

The Minnesota House
Higher Education Committee
has approved a bill giving the
State College Board (SCB) the
authority to change the name
of state colleges to state
universities.

with the parties involved. If a
mutual agreement is not met,
a formal hearing shall be held
at which the committee will
reach a judgement and make
recommendations to the appropriate department head,
Dean, or President for action
to be taken.

The Committee shall consist of five faculty and five
students. Both faculty and
students vote for five students and five faculty. The

following are the candidates
as they will appear on the
ballot: Faculty — E. DeGrazia, T. Markos, Dean Matson,
J. Reidelberger, J. Reynolds,
Dean Wilson, J. Woodsend.
Students — Theresa Brewer,
Neil Brown, Deb Devens, Kim
Franklin, Denise Reedstrom,
Tim Rust, Peter Yearneau.
Elections will be tomorrow,
Thursday, March 27. Voting
tables will be in the Smog and
Cafeteria from 8:00 a.m. until
4:00 p.m. Students will be
required to show their W.S.C.
I.D. in order to vote.

Visit to Legislature arranged
will be in session that day, the Thursday morning and return
Senate at noon and the House around 6:00 or 7:00 p.m.
at 2 :00 p.m. Students are also
urged to visit with their local
Anyone interested in going
legislators.
should contact Chuck Rue,
Political Science Association,
Transportation to St. Paul Richards 203, 457-2318, Dr.
will be arranged by. the Ahmed El-Afandi, Minne 203,
Political Science Association or Bill Marx, Student Senate
and the Student Seante at no Office, 457-21
cost to those going. We will
leave Winona at 7:00 or 8:00
Bill Marx

AD HOC Committee
meets on alcohol

Magrath said he disagrees
with a number of MPIRG
The Ad Hoc Committee
activities but, he said, he
on
alcohol
met at 3:00 p.m. on
doesn't believe they commit
Monday,
March
23. Purpose of
the University to an official
the meeting was to discuss
position.
guidelines for those individuals
wishing to secure temporCritics argued that the
—UNS-

ary liquor licenses, in the
event that the sale of 3.2 beer
on campus becomes a possibility. At press time, the
outcome of the meeting was
not known. Members of the

committee are as follows: Neil
Brown, Doug Sauke, and Lori
Wodele, students, and Mr.
Fick and Joyce Locks, faculty.
Elaine Walske

Arts

Of Minds and Men
by clubs and organizations of
their own, whose members
came from their own ranks.
Perhaps one would retreat to
a bash sponsored by a group
D.H. Beahrs known in those days by the
letters of T.K.B.
In bygone years, college
One could also fill his cup at
students of Winona State
who, in quest of a rather the bar and hear of the many
refreshing and flavorful malt benefits of belonging to those
beverage, full of that partic- organizations whose roots are
ular substance that seems to found in the halls of ancient
make this demanding and Athens. One could also stand
eventful existance more toler- in the crowd and speculate on
able, found themselves his chances with the young
trapped by this reality: a lady refilling his tankard
growing thirst means rapidly under the watchful eye of a
shrinking monetary re- big "E" nestled between it's
laural leaves.
sources.
I refer here to an establishment found in this traditionaly thirsty city which is quite
willing to part with a pittance
of Ale for a price that would
make even Shylock smile at
the thought of gaining so
handsome a sum in return.
One can still see him, thru
time and space stroking his
long black beard and hear the
haunting echo of his laugh as
the piles of Ducats multiply at
a rate that insults the verility
of any self respecting Hare.
One may however, by
searching the misty corners of
memories now fading with
age, see back to days now
gone forever. Days when
gatherings under the stars at
a now forgotten place whose
spoken name carried with it
the breath of a certain
magicial excitement. Back to a
place called Prairie island and
keggers.
It was here that the
students of this city gathered
to sip their Beer in the
company of their comrades-inlearning, and to enjoy the
moment to it's fullest. All for a
very reasonable price! They
were provided their beverage

But now, all this is gone.

the laugh of Shylock again.
And again.
There is however, one ray
of hope burning ever so
slightly in the rubble of what
once was, • and it is this: The
city council of Winona bas.
before it a proposal that
would make it once again
possible for college students
to drink Beer served by their
own hand. If this passes, we
would once again be able to
throw keggers, and do it
inside the law. It has been a
little over a year from the
time Empire was asked by the
city to shut down it's Beer
operation as a sign of good
faith that they would co-operate with the city on making
keggers legal. The Beer
operation was indeed shut
down at that time and has
been since. We went our half
of the way on this issue, and
now we certainly hope the
city will go theirs.

Gone too are the projects
and funding of campus and
non-campus activities sponsored or funded thru the last
of the three. Gone with the
keggers of T.K.B., the
Greeks, and the keggers of
Today the city has a chance
Empire is a unique aspect of
college life, an aspect that to strike a blow for improved
downtown bar can't ever city-college relations as has
not been seen before. We
replace!
certainly hope they will give
Those days are rapidly us a positive answer.
fading away into the mists of
Until the time that Beer
the past, and people want to
flows again from student run
know why!
taps, I would advise that the
Could it be that the owners killing of thirst be done
of the interfering establish- somewhere one will get good,
ment felt so strongly about friendly service such as Charthe welfare of the students lie's or the Levee.
that they in a moment of
In parting, there is one
revelation took it upon themselves to protect us all from more reason that should be
the evils of keggers, then give mentioned. If the students of
us such a place of enjoyment W.S.C. spent only two dollars
that we would be glad to be each, per day, that adds up to
rid of our own parties? Be whopping 1,944,000 dollars
grateful to them? Was it any more for the economy of
noble motive on their part Winona, per yr: In return we
that prompted the fall of ask the simple privilege of
drinking Beer served by our
college parties?
college clubs and organizaFor that answer, one must tions. Now thats not really too
listen ever so slightly to hear much to ask, is it?

The Calendar

WSC — Winona Film Society presents "The Green Wall", experimental-"Secrets" April 9,
Somsen Hall Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
American Film Theatre presents "The Man In The Glass Booth", State Theatre of Winona,
April 8; times and prices available from the State Theatre
CST — Opening reception for Earl Potvin Art Show, Cotter Art Center, April 6, 3-5:00 p.m.
CST — Verda- Erman, pianist, Women's Artists Series, CST Auditorium, April 14 8:00 p.m.
CST — ballet department presents "An Evening Of Dance", April 18-19, CST Auditorium,
8:00 p.m.
Interested in helping put together radio theatre programs? Performing old scripts or
writing• new ones? We'll be getting together to exchange ideas for KQAL's radio theatre
troupe, Tuesday, April 11, at 4:00 p.m., in the KQAL studio; room 230 in the PAC.
• 40•

COLLEGE STUDENT'S POETRY ANTHOLOGY
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THIS AD IS WORTH TWENTY-FIVE
CENTS

of God, who, incidentally, was were exploited. One frenzied
moment showed Everyman
played by a woman.
encircled by the group and
unable to get out of the human
The body language also bars. And what medieval
created many marvelous machinery could have devised
stage-images that would have the spectacle of Everyman's
been beyond the scope of the Goods lying around and lustmedieval stage. When Every- fully carressing one another?
man visited Fellowship, his
friends, to find a companion
The play's essential spirit
was not lost, but expanded.
Without retouching one word
of the original text, the
director added only humorous
asides and skits which widened the emotional range of
the drama. Humor was a
major innovation, badly needed. Some parts were deliciously salty; again, the comedy
The performance became
and abusrdity allowed easy
itself a metaphor of the
audience identification. Near
central theme as actors interthe end, the actors tumbled
changed parts; and each of the
out of the circle into heaven,
Seven Deadly Sins shared the
and the message came across
part of Everyman. Even the
clearer underscored by
colorful body suits brought
humor.
out the idea that every man
has essentially the same skin.
Jeffrey Jentz
The round stage allowed
One left the play feeling a
maximum participation and
vivid sense of unity. The final
identification from the audsermon was surprisingly stirience: every mah was in that on his quest, all the actors ring as it summed up man's
ancient circle. The play op- played a group Fellowship; eternal life journey. And, in
ened with a sort of trumpet they joined hands and hopped one accord, all the actors
call; the actors rose in the up and down in loud derision. (reborn!) linked together arm
midst of the audience, as Both the idea of Everyman to arm across the stage.
angels, announcing in an versus the group and Every- Applause for, every man in
echoing chorus the approach man as part of the group, Everyman.

Last:Monday evening, the
Guthrie Players appearing in
a special performance at St.
Mary's sponsored by the
Winona Film Society,
breathed new life into that old
morality play, Everyman. The
director has opened up the
play for the new age. It was a
masterstroke to focus on the
dramatic possibilities of the
theme of, "every man in
Everyman." Freed of their
traditional signpost roles as
mere allegorical qualities, the
actors roved across the round
stage with beautiful body
language of dance, pantomine,
tumbling and even slapstick.

Everyman
is in

"Everyman"

POETRY CORNER

When the Beggar Mounts the Horse

1930 near dusk
"I am descended from a people who set onions
On the windowsill during certain seasons
To trap the evil spirits, when snows were seen
Already in the mottled fur of weasels and of wild sheep."
Drindl, a boy nurtured on the kindness of his Bohemian Aunt,
Who wore the long fingernails and agate necklace,
Absently carried an empty bucket from the well
And watched her rub the caked-on vines off potatoes.
His mood of late was in her thought, threading a maze,
As he told her a dream about a man in rags
Who made a blue horse fly over cupped vales and hills
He seemed to recall a country he had never seen.
Here in North Dakota the land was flat and treeless.
Drindl's grandfather was only a drifting seedpod
In the midnight homeland of his mother's womb,
When a steamship brought the family to the landing dock.
How should the boy know of tales and customs
That had been swept away-by a broom
With everything else, including the signpost
Which would end the years of wandering on the highway?
The New World held a spirit without any compass North,
One that wanted to claim all four directions,
One that wanted to clutch the land itself
Rather than roam around the star wheel of the seasons.
But the boy made her remember.
Rose in her veins the rootlessness she harbored
After her brother let loose the ways of the road
And settled down to homestead and grow wheat.
Now Drindl's green eyes chased the vanishing horizon.
Once, she had caught him staring into his palm
And when she grabbed his wrist and asked why,
He only walked away down the winding road.
The boy made her remember dim nightmares.
Tasting her own sweat all day in the bronze fields
Those first weeks: abed, she dreamt over and over
Of a withered willow tree,' ripped by unending wind.
Her brother and his wife saw nothing, imagining gold,
Further than the furrow in front of them.
But she would help Drindl get a horse and go.
It was too dry this year and the potatoes were small.
February, 1975
Jeffrey Jentz
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and Entertainment

NOMINATED FOR 6
ACADEMY AWARDS

Windom plays
"Thurber"
iam Windom, well his interest in Thurber stems
from his Emmy A- from his childhood when he
vinning lead role in was fascinated by Thurber's
`My World..and Wel- cartoons and the well-known
o It", will present an "The Secret Life of Walter
of "Thurber" at WSC, Mitty". His interest in ThurBasing his perform- bers work was furthered with
a the work of James his role in "My World...and
Mr. Windom uses Welcome To It", a television
it in which Thurber series based on the writings of
d himself, then turns Thurber. From this series
ller and gives a per- sprang Mr. Windoms ambie that has been called tion for a better, purer
The show itself is a version, and with much rem look into the en- search into Thurbers work,
d world of James resulted in a one-man show.
r and reveals what Mr.
Ilikes to call "the light
K sides of the Amer)in that is James
William Windom has also
displayed his acting abilities
ling to Mr. Windom in the movies and on stage.

"ATERRIIKALIN
ENTERTAINING
WI110101111!" lPGI
—Vincent Canby,
New York Times

Including roles in such films
as "The Man", "To Kill A
Mockingbird," and "Brewster
McCloud," he adds these and
other performances to his
accomplishments on and off
the Broadway stage. His
appearances on television
have been numerous. He has
played leads in ABC's "The
Farmers Daughter" and in
NET's "Big Fish, Little Fish"
and has also appeared in
segments of "Night Gallery"
and "All In The Family."

WHO'S WHO
THE
WHODUNIT!

Mr. Windom will present
his one-man show "Thurber,"
at Somsen Hall Auditorium,
8:15, on April 2.

;:kwqMI tlf

Metro. Boys Choir Performs
In the past four years the
Metropolitan Boys Choir has
brought recognition for itself
and superior choral entertainment -to all who have heard
them. Still in its first few
years of existence, it has
already been selected to
present a special program to
the Music Educators National
Conference. Having performed throughout the Midwest and Canada, the Choir
has given performances in
schools, churches, at conventions and civic organizations,
and will soon appear at
Winona State College.
The Choir itself consists of
110 boys, ages eight to
sixteen. Through strong competition each member is
chosen for his musical and

personal strength, and joins
either the sixty-voice Senior
Choir or the fifty-voice Prep
Choir. From September to
June each new member performs in more than 45
concerts.
The Boys Choir musical
adeptness comes largely from
their director, Bea Speed. Ms
Speed has received her bachelors and masters degrees in
music from Winona State
College. Her experience as a
choir director includes directing several church choirs and
serving as a music teacher
and choir director for the
West St. Paul public schools.
Having directed other boys
choirs in Minneapolis, her
present position is as director
of the Minneapolis Central

Henry Fonda brings one
man show to Guthrie

ALBERT FINNEY
. LAUREN BACALL
MARTIN BALSAM
INGRID BERGMAN
JACQUELINE BISSET
JEAN PIERRE CASSEL
SEAN CONNERY
JOHN GIELGUD
WENDY HILLER
ANTHONY PERKINS
VANESSA REDGRAVE
RACHEL ROBERTS
RICHARD WIDMARK
MICHAEL YORK

High School Choir and the
Metropolitan Boys Choir. Her
excellence as a director has
been acknowledged by local
and national music educators.
In addition to the normal
concert schedule the Metropolitan Boys Choir have sung
for the opening of the 1973
Minnesota State Legislature
and the Minnesota Educators
Convention of 1973. They
have also performed for the
Upper Midwest Governer's
Conference.
On April 3 Concerts and
Lectures will sponsor the
Metropolitan Boys Choir at
Winona State College. Their
performance will take place in
the Performing Arts Center
at 8:15 p.m.

•STARTS WED.•
7:15-9:30 STAT E
NOMINATED FOR 11
ACADEMY AWARDS
Including ...
BEST PICTURE
BEST ACTOR
BEST DIRECTOR

Titticut Follies
Frederick Wiseman's ultra-

ry Fonda is coming to
ithrie Monday through
lay, April 21-26, with
4,ormances of his high-.1aimed production,
Y FONDA as CLARDARROW. Based on
and deeds of Clarence
/, the greatest trial
f the twentieth cenle two-act play depicts
extraordinary and
ersial man of Amerst6ry, the portrayal
'asses such historytrials as the Scopes
Trial, the Leopold:rider trial and the
g of THE LOS
,ES TIMES. Through
ins Darrow's lifelong
rent to truth, justice,
,y and freedom.

The story that Clarence
Darrow had given up a
lucrative job to defend Eugene Debs, eloquent socialist
and labor spokesman, spread
the legend that a phenomenon
had arisen within the legal
profession: a capable lawyer
who would fight for the poor.
So sympathetic was Darrow's
nature that he couldn't turn
anyone down, even when the
cause was hopeless. "He hated
to tell anybody he didn't have
a case and didn't have a
chance. He would come out of
his office and murmur, 'That
poor devil, I don't know what
I can tell him.' There was
always someone waiting on
the courthouse steps to tell
him his troubles as he walked
back to the office.

Henry Fonda, one of America's most popular and durable
stars, was born in Grand
Island, Nebraska and briefly
attended the University of
Minnesota School of Journalism. During his notable career, Fonda has made more
than 72 movies and has
appeared in many state productions. His performance as
Clarence Darrow has been
described by THE NEW
YORK TIMES as "...perfect,
This is not simply an ingratiating evening, but a thumpingly theatrical one." And
according to the Chicago
Tribune: "A magnificently
acted presentation, stirring
and beautiful. Fonda makes
Clarence Darrow live for us."

controversial documentary of a
Massachusett's hospital for
the criminally insane. His first
film, it was not only banned
in Boston, a Massachusett's
judge wanted the negative burned.

experimental — Chinese Firedrill
March 26 Somsen Hall Auditorium
7:30 p.m. Free To The World

MICHAEL'S STORY
THE REIGN OF
MICHAEL CORLEONE

Poirati PART II

AT 7:30 WINONA
ONLY
No College Tickets

..._16,/llont
US
STARTS
WED.

ELLEN
GREER

CINEMA

For over 130 years we've been using
the word "quality" in our advertising.
Once again, we'd like to tell you what
we mean by it.

4q1111111413

1,0

•

Our brewery in 1844.

•

Blue Ribbon quality means the best tasting beer you can
get. A quality achieved only by using the finest ingredients
and by adhering to the most rigid of brewing standards.
In Milwaukee, the beer capital of the world, Pabst Blue
Ribbon continues to be the overwhelming best seller
year after year. Blue Ribbon outsells its nearest
competitor nearly five to one. That's why we feel
we've earned the right to challenge any beer.
So here's the Pabst challenge: Taste and compare
the flavor of Blue Ribbon with the beer you're
drinking and learn what Pabst quality in beer
is all about. But don't take our word for it.
Taste our word for it.

Pabst. Since 1844.
The quality has always
come through.
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PABST BREWING COMPANY. MILWAUKEE. WIS.. PEORIA HEIGHTS. ILL . NEWARK. N J LOS ANGELES, CAL . PARSE. GA
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comment
Take Note:

corner

Careless parking practices by some persons using the
It is time America gives Cambodia and S.E. Asia their long
parking lot directly east of Minne Hall has become a problem. deserved peace. It is time America shows its "strength" and
Parking stalls run east and west in two rows. Can you ends its involvement in S.E. Asia.
appreciate the inconvenience and frustration of someone
Litter Control
trying to drive his car out of a blocked stall? A little
To ban the can, or not; that is one question now facing the
consideration from those who park north and south would
solve the problem! Let's hope the issue can be resolved Minnesota State Legislature. A bill, presented by Winston
Borden' (DFL-Brainerd) in the Senate and Kenneth Nelson
without sterner measures being taken.
(DFL-Minneapolis) in the House of Representatives, requires
Ending Involvement
a mandatory deposit on all beverage containers and would
Cambodian students staged yet another protest last week outlaw pull-tabs on cans.
against American involvement in their country. They want
The "envirocan," the new soft drink container, features a
peace and they want it whether there is a Communist non-detachable gold-colored foil top, replacing the pull tab.
"take-over", or not. It is also evident according (to last week's The soft drink association has introduced this new foil top to
Harris Survey, that Americans do not care to try to save the discourage any ban-the-can action. Environmentalists are
S.E. Asian governments. Only 28% of the Americans polled urging the Legislature to rule all non-returnables off the
felt that a Communist take-over in South Vietnam would market completely, as bottles and cans make up most of this
cause any serious setback for U.S. prestige in the world, and country's litter. Industrial spokesmen argue, in return, that
only 23% thought that a Cambodian "fall" to the Communists the foil top and recycling the throwaways will control the
would cause any great setback.
litter problem.
Sixty-eight percent of the Americans oppose the U.S.
While the non-detachable foil top is a step in the right
giving American aid to Cambodia, and 74% oppose the U.S.
direction, banning the non-returnable bottle and can, and
giving additional military aid to South Vietnam.
increasing the price of deposits would further eliminate litter.
It is apparent that Americans, as well as the Cambodians
Returnables also require fewer rescources to make and recent
and Thais (whose government gave the U.S. one year to
studies have shown that should the can be banned in
remove its troops from their country) are no longer impressed
Minnesota, more jobs would be gained than lost.
by America's strong, good-willed foreign policy measures.

L

O

'U' Status

If passed by the Minnesota State Legislature, Rep.
James Pehler's (DFL-St. Cloud) amended bill regarding
university status would allow the State College Board to
rename all of Minnesota's state colleges as state universities.
The only criteria necessary for a change-over to a university
status system is that at least one of the colleges has a
I graduate program.
This criteria is senseless and worthless, as the majority of
the colleges do have graduate programs, and to put colleges
with programs on the samel level as those that do not have
programs, shows no distinction of quality education among
the schools of higher learning.
For a state college to be renamed a state university, higher
standards must be met. Status without considering each
college's academic quality is unfair and misleading to all The Dominoe Theory, only a scare tactic, would justify
students, as well as to teachers, parents, and those who American aid to SE Asia and, as Ford says, would be cut off
after a three year period. How many times have Americans
support schools of higher education.

Ask your jartender.

Georgia,
Moon►
1w J

ftaigl

WhiSlity

soffit

Zta/ly Co

Let a little Georgia Moon shine in your life.
In your orange juice.., in your tomato juice...or in your hat.

Borden's and Nelson's bill would, it seems, be an effective
move in the battle against litter pollution.

[Mr Cronkite is Managing
Editor of the CBS Evening
The Case
•.• News. He has been a reporter
for more than thirty years. In
for Dissent
1962, the George Foster
Peabody Television News Award saluted, among other
Cronkite achievements, his
By Walter Cronkite
"Twentieth Century" broad:%%% casts [1957-1966]. In 1969, he
received the Wm. Allen White
Award for Journalistic Merit what the students are saying
— never before given to a — there ought to be a better
broadcast newsman]
way, not only to settle
international disputes, but to
After a few thousand years provide for the world's unof so-called civilization, there derprivileged and to assure
are so many things wrong peace and well being for all.
with the world that we have
made. The mere fact that this
Almost everyone agrees
species of ours has survived with those broad objectives.
so far seems hardly adequate It is the manner of achieving
cause for self-applause nor can them — primarily the diswe indulge in self-congratula- patch with which we get the
tions for our civilization's job done — that separates
considerable material and cul- us, that brings us to this
tural development that has increasing and terrible polarifailed to guarantee survival or zation of our society. It is time
nurture the bodies and the that both sides look and listen.
spirit of all mankind.
Don't stop, there isn't time to
stop, but look and listen, one
If we are to wipe out not to the other. •
only the symptoms, but the
causes, of injustice and decay,
As essential as is the need
there must be change. There for listening to the other
is scarcely any argument on side's arguments, is the necesthat. But the question is the sity for critical self-examinaform of the change and, as in tion of one's own arguments.
such critical times in our It would be helpful if each side
history, we find conflicts recognized its own excesses of
between the seeming intran- speech and action even as it
si.gence of the established condemns those of the opposiorder and the impatience of tion.
youth. Each generation, when
it is young, is anxious to get
It cannot be expected that
on with the obvious reforms more fanatical leaders or their
that the establishment of disciples are going to follow
whatever era seems reluctant such rational behavior, nor
to institute. With the world's are they likely to be tolerant
present potential for mass of those who do. Fanatics
suicide with nuclear weapons, seem to require total comover-crowding, hunger, is mitment and are not loathe to
there any wonder that the use bully tactics to get it. It
students of today rebel with also is the essence of their
demagoguery that they
preach only part of the lesson.
Those who are hardened in
their position practice and
•

CP

heard such a statement and allowed such action to take place?

preach repress ion and their
weapon is fear. To rationally
examine our alternatives,
none of us can yield to fear.
Freedom of speech, press
and peaceful assembly, which
we all should hold dear, really
compromise the freedom of
free inquiry — the freedom to
study our democratic institutions without fear of harassment by misguided patriots or
heckling malcontents, freedom to advocate change
without facing trial for heresy. Such study may require
throwing off old concepts,
shibboleths in the spirit of
basic research. We must hear
out the dissenters. We must
seek out and make use of the
original thinkersWe have the future in our
power. The twenty-first century is not going to burst upon
us in full flower. As we move
into the future, the possibilities open to mankind stagger
the imagination. Man can
mold the new century into
anything he wants it to be.
But to do that, we must know
what we want and we must
examine each of our institutions to determine whether
they stand up to the challenges of the century ahead.
We of our generation may
have to look no further than
our own failure to plan for this
future, to find the seeds of
youth's discontent. Convinced
that we are not doing the job,
many of you have turned your
backs upon us. Even as you
should not reject that which is
good of our institutions and
that accumulated wisdom
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* * * *concept.
* * * *Al* *a *state
* *record
* * * for
* *rebounds.
***
excellent teamwork on ofMark Horvath

Warriors end
a victorious
******
season

The basketball Warriors
deserve congratulations for
the fine showing they made in
Kansas City, for the fine
season the recently completed. It is easy to see why I
say this:
1) The Warriors made a
shambles of the NIC race this
year. Admittedly superior to
everyone else in height,
Winona State also displayed

fense, as well as defense. This though Paul Sir and Mark
was what .allowed them to Nordin came on strong todominate the conference. wards the end of the season,
2) The ability to adapt to the the Warriors usually had a
crowd. The hostile fans on the balanced offensive attack, not
road only seemed to spark the a one man show.
Winona State had probably
Warriors to stronger efforts,
and the smaller home crowds the biggest team it has ever
(which I still say was the had. Rebounding was probresult from higher gate fees) ably the strongest facet of the
didn't lessen their desire tc Warrior game. And Gus
extend that fantastic home Johnson proved to be the top
court streak. rebounder of them all, setting

The Warrriors had depth on
the bench, and could go down
8 men, without a noticeable
loss of talent.
All in all, it was a strong,
balanced team representing
Winona State this year. A lot
of height will be lost thrn
graduation, but somehow I
think the Warriors will still be
on top when someone writes
this final article next year.
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Track and Tennis
begin season

Track team sets new indoor records

Conference champions begin season

By Dave [Tanker] Galchutt

by Jan Weis

Mark Alschlager, Bob Bestul, John Neidig, and Jim
Washington set a new Winona State indoor track record for
the mile relay in a time of 3:30.8 at the NIC Conference
Indoor Track Meet held on March 15, 1975. Alschlager also
placed second in the 300 yard dash, while Washington was
disqualified after winning his heat in the same event. Neidig
placed fourth in the 600 yard dash. Wayne Clark also set a
new indoor shotput record for WSC with a distance of 50-5 1/4,
and taking first place in the shotput category.
Pacing the Warriors with 14 points in the meet was Luther
Manion, who was first in the High Jump, and scored two
second places in both the Triple Jump and Long Jump events.
Bob Brewington put in his usual good perormance, placing
third in the 1,000 Yard Run, and fifth in the Mile Run.
Rounding out the track team were Dennis O'Brien and
Dave Stensland, who both placed fifth in the 600 Yard Dash
and 60 Yard High Hurdles, respectively. Winona State also
took fourth in the Sprint Relay.
Overall, WSC finished third with 39 points in the meet,
behind Moorhead (107 1/2) and St. Cloud (64).
Official outdoor practice began Monday, March 24, but any
interested students may still contact Myron Smith in 125
Memorial Hall.

Women's Athletics
move into Spring

The 1974 Conference Champs are at it again in hopes of
retaining their hard fought title from last years season. This
years season opens Saturday at La Crosse with a junior and
senior varsity dual meet against the University of La Crosse.
The varsity team is lead by senior John Skaden who plays
in the number one singles position. Skaden was last years
number two singles conference champ and part of the duo that
placed number one in doubles competition.
Number two position is filled by Bill Coldough, a junior who
was the number three singles champ during last years
conference competition.
Mark Ottum fills the number three singles place and was
last years number four champion. Along with Coldough, Mark
was runner up in the doubles competition at the number two
position in conference play.
In last years conference competition Larry Nystedt was the
number six singles champion and this year fills the number
four position.
Sophomore Doug Perkins and Freshman Chuck Cromer fill
the number 5 and 6 singles position respectively.
The first home meet is against the University of Wisconsin
Stout on March 27 followed by competition on March 28
against the University of Wisconsin Eau Claire. Both meets
are at the Memorial Hall field house so if you get the tennis
bug as the snow disappears or just want to see some great
tennis playing don't miss it.

Women's Tennis
Wednesday April 9 College of St. Teresa 3:00 P.M. HOME
Saturday April 12 Mankato State
1 ;00 P.M. HOME
Tuesday April 15 Luther College
3:00 P.M. Away
Friday
Away
April 18 MACALESTER
Saturday April 19 INVITATIONAL
Tuesday April 22 St. Catherine
4:00 P.M. HOME
Friday
Away
April 25 LUTHER
INVITATIONAL
Saturday April 26
Friday
Away
May 2 UM — TWIN CITIES
Saturday May 3
INVITATIONAL
Tuesday May 6 Mankato State
Away
Friday
Away
May 9 CARLETON COLLEGE
INVITATIONAL
Saturday May 10
Ms. Lavonne Fiereck, Coach
Ms. Joyce 0. Locks, Director of Women's
Intercollegiate Athletics

You survived

0
0

the cafeteria lunch.

You owe yourself an Oly.

WOMEN'S TRACK
WSC's Varsity Women's Track Team is beginning its
outdoor season! Women are invited to participate in running,
hurdling, and jumping events.
An organizational meeting was scheduled this past Monday,
but interested women may still contact the HPER
Department for information.
The first meet will be held April 12 at Luther.

Olympia Brewing Company. Olympia, Washington 'OLY' a
All Olympia emphe -, arc recyclable
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In tram ut-a, Highlites

Intramural program
called a success
By Dave [Tanker] Galchutt

The Butts, the Limp Ones,
Rec's Boomers, and the Washington 369'ers all have one
thing in common besides their
....nusual names — they were
all champions of their respective division and sport and
galled the intramural program
a success.

Intramural sports director,
Dr. Randy Miller, was cited
9y many teams as well
3rganized and knew "what
was going on." Gordy Starns
)f the Limp Ones said the
rogram "was much better
)rganized and ten times
)etter than last year." Teams
)layed more games, and
:ornpetition was tough.

I asked Dr. Miller what he
thought about the team
names. "I suppose it's because
of the increased sexual permissiveness in our society.

Rec's Boomers (Girls Basketball) was the most interesting team to interview.
"Our year was extremely
good, but had its up and
downs — plus it's share of
The Limp Ones won the elbows and knees." The girls
Class A League in basketball mentioned they liked the
and won the division playoffs. trophies because of "the
Filling out the rest of the bobby sox and skinny waists".
team is: Charlie Gorman, Jeff The toughest team they faced
Ross, Jerry Raddatz, Steve was the "Saucy Dishes." They
(Gilbey) Gilbertson, John also said they are ready for
Eickholt, and Dave Heise.
intramural softball this
Spring, so all of the rest of the
Softball
The Butts (1974
women's team had better
Champions) said the thing watch out!
which help keep their team
going was "we play well in the
All of the teams said
snow and the trundra...We're
refereeing at games ranged
all Minnesota boys."
from adequate to good. The
The Washington 369'ers Rec's Boomers were the most
(Broomball Winners) re- critical and said officiating
sponse was similar. They said was "sometimes good, sometheir toughest game was times not so good, but the
referees tried hard." The
against "The Mothers."

Butts thought officiating at
games was fair, but said "it
had to be; we were refs."
All of the teams thought
intramural coverage was improved, mainly due to the
efforts of the current editor,
Mary Amlaw, who designed
and edited the intramural
sport pages and posters.
Asked if they thought extracurricular sports were getting
too much coverage as opposed
to intramurals, all the teams
said a definite "NO!"
Both the men and women's
teams thought co-ed sports
should be expanded, especially co-ed wrestling. Another
suggestion for improving the
intramural program was for
the Winona State intramural
champions to play the St.
Mary's, St. Teresa's, and
Vo-tech winners.

Faculty IM program a
possibility, for the future?
Don Kohler Minnesota, and the IM Sports
Director at WSC.
Two teams in the IM sports
rogram this winter quarter
'ere staffed by members of
Professor DeGrazia, an
he WSC faculty. The 369ers English teacher at this college
:id the Limp Ones, the lists among his IM sports
.roomball and basketball experiences a coaching posihampions respectively, were tion at St. Mary's college and
ncouraged in their efforts for six years of IM competition.
"e titles by Dr. Randolph
tiller and Professor Emil
► eGrazia.
When asked to talk about
the reasons they play and
about the functions of IM
Dr. Miller, a native of sports both faculty members
Innipeg, Manitoba, has been were quite willing to talk.
ctive in IM sports and
ecreation his entire college
"I play intramural sports,"
areer. He has been the
'Icreation Director at a home said Dr. Miller, "to get a
>r delinquent girls in Winni- chance to meet the students.
eg, an IM Program Coordin- Also for a "change of pace,
tor at the University of competition, and fun."
.

; Intramural Highlites page is destined
I edited by Mary Amlaw.

Donald's of Winona presents this page as
;ervice to students interested in
arnural and extramural athletics. The
aiation provided herein is provided by
Randy Miller, IM Director; Judd
!aldt, photographer.

liption of McDonald's Highlites should
De interpreted in any way as an
orsement of McDonald's products by
ona State College.

the importance of the IM
program in that it promotes
exercise and physical activities, and at the same time
reaches a large number of
students.

"I feel that intramural
sports," said Dr. Miller,
"offers more of a social outlet
than any other type of student
activity because of the number of studetns involved. I
would guess that approximately fifty percent participate in some type of intramural sport."

Professor De Grazia also
emphasized this aspect of
involvement when he mentioned his coaching experience. It seems that he would
much rather play than coach.
"I just like to get out and He sees intramural sports as
play at any opportunity I get. an activity that is individually
I've never forced myself on a oriented.
team, but I enjoy playing so
much that (time permitting)
I've never declined an offer to
"Intramural sports, unlike
join one."
semi-professional or professional sports," says Professor
DeGrazia, "is participant orDr. Miller, in talking about iented rather than spectator
the function of intramural oriented.
sports said that he sees it
mainly as one outlet for
students to relieve their
He believes that because of
tensions and to physically
express themselves. He sees this orientation that IM ac-

tivities are healthier for the
players and for the college
than some other types of
organized activities. For
without the attention that is
paid to spectator oriented
activities and without a crowd
watching intramural competition, players are less likely
to gain a false sense of
importance. This, said Professor DeGrazia, helps to alieviate the pressure that is put
onto those players that lack
talent or physical ability since
all members of an intramurai
team get a chance to participate.
Is there a lack of faculty
participation in physical activities?
"There could be more
participation," says Professor
DeGrazia. "We used to have a
faculty team from the English
Department but it fell apart.
I'm hoping that maybe we
can get together next year
though."
"Perhaps faculty members
are interested in other
sports," says Dr. Miller, "than
those that are offered through
the intramural program. Or
perhaps they have other
commitments, but I see very
few around using the facilities. I would like to see more
interest."
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Win one of
6 cash prizes
ll
totaing
$700 by
creating any
cancoction
with
Grain Belt
beer cans.
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$300 PRIZE and trophy — The neatest cancoction.
$200 PRIZE and trophy The largest cancoction.
$100 PRIZE and trophy The most beautiful cancoction.
$50 PRIZE and trophy The most original cancoction.
Honorable mention.
2 $25 PRIZES

When you start collecting those Grain Belt cans for your cancoction, you're really starting your own
canpaign for ecology. That's because you're helping to fight litter in your area.
And Grain Belt's ready to do its part, too. In order to insure a cleaner environment, all cancocthe nearest recycling center.
tions will be picked up by your local Grain Belt distributor and taken to

—

—

—

Rules.

—

mu mnoinroim

1. Only Grain Belt Beer cans (Golden, Premium)
may be used in your cancoction.
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candid shot of a cow.

Judges.

The judging date, time, and place are to be
announced at a later date. All entries must be
present to win.

Our canpaign for ecology.

Prizes to be awarded in each contest area.

(

Where the
can-can
began.

Cantankerous canine from Canberra

Mt ft

Prizes and Trophies.
-
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t's time to start rounding up all your cantented, cantemptuous
and canscientious friends (even the big man on canpus)
to help you canvass the area for Grain Belt beer cans. You can win
one of 6 cash prizes just by shaping them into any cancoction
in Grain Belt's "Make Your Own Cancoction" Contest.
You can make something African or Early American.
Cantonese or Tropican. A cantaloupe. A•canary. Even the Grand
Canyon. Anything your imagination can canceive.
So start building your Grain Belt cancoction now.
You could be a winning candidate.
(Remember, only Grain Belt cans can be used in your
cancoction. Anything else is uncanny.)
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Registration.'
Name
Address
City
Zip

State
Phone

I will be entering in the following contest area
(circle one).
Mpls./ St. Paul
Mankato
St. Cloud
Duluth/
Superior

Winona
Fargo/
Moorhead
Bemidji
Northfield

Marshall
Grand Forks
Brookings
Vermillion

The judging date, time, and place to be announced.
1975 Grain Belt Breweries, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

